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ABSTRACT

LEADING PROGRESSIVE WOMEN TO VICTORY IN MINNESOTA, 2002-2004:
A JOURNEY BACK FROM ELECTORAL LOSES FOR LAWMAKERS

GLENDA CRANK HOLSTE
DECEMBER

2OO4

Non-thesis (ML597) Project

Minnesota's 2002 elections were a disaster for progressive women, those who
support abortion rights and believe that govemment has a key role in making social

improvements. In2002 no progressive woman was elected to statewide office, and three
key senators and four progressive representatives lost their re-election bids.
This research asks: Where and why has leadership emerged that helps
progressive women regain ground in the Minnesota House of Representatives and adds
Minnesota women to Congress?

In 2004, the DFL propelled five new women to the House, four over Republican
women, and congressional races featured a record number of major party women

candidates. The lesson of 2004 was that when progressives train as they fight and fight
as they

train they win. They recruited, trained, and fought well using progressive

strengths. Experience and foresight made it possible to innovate and expand. Voter
concerns were met with timely messages. Women leaders cultivated the pipeline of other

women to advance their prospects for continued success in higher offices.
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Introduction
The Minnesota elections in 2002 were an overall disaster from the perspective

of

progressive women. In this paper "progressive women" defines women who support
abortion rights and hold a general view that government has a key role in making social

improvements. Most of the groups and organizations studied in this paper use this or
similar definitions of progressive women for the female candidates they support. In 2002
no progressive woman was elected to statewide office. Three key leaders in the

Minnesota Senate lost their re-elections in this first contest after decennial redistricting.
In the Minnesota House of Representatives, four progressive women lost re-election bids.
Immediately after the 5 November 2002 elections, progressive women activists
and scholars began trying to address the slide, which reflected consequences of a decade-

long conservative ascendancy. I was interested to see where the leadership would emerge
to evaluate what happened to progressive candidates and to pursue concrete strategic
responses aimed at regaining ground

in 2004.

Since women got a significant foothold in public office during the 1970s, wcmen

lawmakers and constitutional officers have affected policy priorities and with a

collaborative style have tended to reach across the partisan aisle more readily than men
(Center for American Women and Politics). Susan J. Carroll (2003) also argues a bond

of accountability exists between some women state legislators and activist women's
organizations that support feminist issues.

If progressive Minnesota women continued to lose ground in office-holding, it is
logical to assume that such issues as education, pay equity, child care, and universal
access to health care would have less support in the legislative competition
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for scarce

resources. It is also reasonable to consider the value of having more and more wellplaced women with potential to ease the extreme partisanship that has eroded

Minnesota's ability to focus on compromise and solutions in the legislative processes.
Therefore, it is important to evaluate what tools of leadership and strategy show promise

in re-balancing the political power equations. Similarly, it is important to see where
deficiencies of leadership, generational difference, and organizational capacity thwart
good intentions.

My research asks: Where and why has leadership emerged that increases
prospects for progressive women to regain ground in the Minnesota House

of

Representatives and to add women to Congress from Minnesota?

This research on the 2004 election cycle for progressive women began with

informal contacts and data collection from brainstorming sessions and organizing
conversations late in 2002. This research seeks to evaluate, from the conduct

of

Minnesota House and U.S. House campaigns, where strong leadership emerged on behalf

of progressive women candidates and whether new approaches improved the outcomes.
For purposes of this study, improvement in the Minnesota House situation is
defined as gaining at least one seat in the 2004 elections. The definition is the same in
the U.S. House, although the chance for success in a federal race is much lower and the
seats far less numerous.

I chose the House races alone because, unlike 2002, in the 2004 elections there
were no state Senate or United States Senate seats up, neither was there an election for

constitutional officers-governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state, state auditor,
and attorney general.
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The scope of the 2002 losses provides context for the progressives' motivation to
recuperate.

The 2002 results statewide, according to post-election analysis (Minnesota

Women's Carnpaign Fund) left the Legislature with 24 of its 201 members (1ZYo)

as

women who support abortion rights. (A1though there are exceptions, an abortion-rights

position is virtually requisite for any progressive to receive Democratic-Farmer-Labor
endorsement or support from major funding and candidate training sources in
contemporary Minnesota politics.)

In the Legislature as a whole, after the 2002 election there were fifty-six wornsn
members, thirty-two of whom oppose abortion rights. This was a decline

of three overall

from the previous Legislature. The Senate was 3670 female (down from 37.3%) and split
twelve to twelve between abortion rights and anti-abortion women senators. The House
had}4o/o women members (down from 25% previously). Of the thirty-two women
members, twenty were anti-abortion and twelve supported abortion rights. Two women
ran in the general election for Congress. Representative Betty McCollum, an abortion

rights Democrat from the Fourth District, was re-elected. Janet Robert, an abortion
opponent, lost her bid as the Democratic challenger to Representative Mark Kennedy in
the Sixth District. In 2004, four more women had major party endorsements for
Congress in the general election. One was a Republican. Two Democrats were considered

competitive challengers, Teresa Daly in the Second District and Patty Wetterling in the
Sixth District. No progressive women were endorsed Republican candidates. There were

thirty-six women running for the state House as challengers to sitting Republicans. In the

DFL's twenty

races targeted as most winnable, thirteen women were DFL candidates.

-
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Progressive had to draw from this universe to seat another woman in the federal and state
Houses.

My study

seeks to see the outcomes through the lens of leadership,

finding

practices that produce both success and lessons from failure, often the best teacher of all.
Electoral politics is the work of many thousands of hands. This research did not
touch them

all. Rather, this study is a sample of the opportunities and experiences that

made change for progressives in the 2004 Minnesota election. The study does not
emphasize candidates themselves, assuming each is a leader by definition of her

campaign. The attention focuses elsewhere to find leadership in support of such
candidates and the issues they represent.

I hope this research will serve as a tool kit for future political practitioners
because

until gender equality is realized in America we must still be at what nineteenth-

century women's rights leader Elizabeth Cady Stanton described as "...sowing winter
wheat that other hands than ours will reap and enjoy."

Methodology
This is a qualitative study built on in-depth personal interviews, observation of
events, key meetings, press conferences, and a case study. Longstanding organizations

studied have explicit commitments to progressive candidates who are for abortion rights
and view government as a needed, positive change agent. In this study, the new group

initiatives formed for the 2002 election supported progressive women candidates or wider
participating in voting by people who historically are underrepresented in the electorate,
such as Indians and some inner city residents.
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The case study covers l8 months of message work (communicating on an issue

favorably to achieve political persuasion) by a committee of the Minnesota Women's

Political Caucus. The effort aimed to change the framework of abortion politics rhetoric.
The case study has been compiled from my observation throughout this process and from

individual interviews with principals. Three other group initiatives-the Minnesota
Participation Project, Native Vote 2004, and the Minnesota Voter Project-are examined
in depth, using information from interviews and media accounts.
The information about organizations and key individuals has been indexed using
values of

I to 10 in the five factors

Ralph M. Stogdill associated with leadership:

capacity, achievement, responsibility, participation, and status. Stogdill's factors
("Personal Factors", 129), developed in the mid-twentieth century, are used because the
current environment in elected political Iife is dominated by white men, much as the
business world was run by white men when leadership studies pioneer Stogdill derived

his conclusions about leadership by studying businesses.
In-depth and abbreviated interviews in my research used open-ended journalistic
style techniques. Subjects include organization staff and volunteers from a variety

of

progressive organizations as well as researchers and scholars on women in politics.
Taken together, these components are directed at identifying useful tools. The

findings will be available in two formats as a guide to best practices for activists and

political practitioners-a research paper and an oral presentation tailored for leadership
scholars. The research is organized around three classic paths to success in electoral

politics: money, message, and mobilization.
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Out into the sunshine

A brilliant sun reflecting off the white stone on 3 November 2004 offered up a
metaphor for the spirits of the House Democratic-Farmer-Labor leadership and the justelected freshmen. The DFL had gained a whopping thirteen seats in the election the day
before the freshmen met the press on the sweeping Capitol steps in Saint Paul. Ten of the
thirteen new members were women. The victories naffowed Republican control of the
House to only two seats.
Contests for the United States House had not proved as resounding a success for

women candidates, but a record four progressive Minnesota women had run for Congress

in the same election, with incumbent Representative Betty McCollum winning handily
and candidate Patty Wetterling running much stronger than the Democratic presidential

candidate in the conservative Sixth Congressional District. Although Wetterling did not
beat the high odds against defeating an incumbent Congress member, her support from

voters puts her in a viable position to run again in 2006 and with a better chance

of

winning if the seat opens because the incumhent wants to move to the Senate.

If it is true that

leaders make opportunities for success, 2004 provides evidence

of

extraordinary leadership to change political power in Minnesota in the direction of a
moderate-to-pro gre s sive mix.
There is no central entry point for such a layered story. But when mobilizing
began with deliberate, dogged candidate recmiting in lrtrovember 2002,

it foreshadowed

that sunny Wednesday two years later on the Capitol steps. Martha J. Ackelsberg (2003)
argues that study of recruiting women to run should integrate these three components:

electoral politics, social movements, and gender difference in potential candidates. The
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progressive women's leadership in Minnesota operates as a practical application

of

Ackelsberg's argument for this three-fold integration to achieve electoral success for
women candidates.
Representative Mindy Greiling of Roseville led House candidate recruiting for the

DFL. This is how Greiling

describes the process and her approach to what proved a

highly successful election cycle:
Greiling, a legislator since 1993, was asked by Minority Leader Matt Entenza just
after the 2002 election to be the DFL Caucus recruiter for the coming election cycle.

Greiling agreed to serve in this capacity for a third

time-with conditions she felt would

enhance the outcomes. First, she and others working on recruiting start right away and

build on candidates from the election just past. Second, Greiling would be named an
assistant majority leader, which she thought would give her a place at the leadership table

when strategy was being developed.

Greiling observed that whoever is recruiter for the caucus has a certain amount of
power, bringing needed human capital in and then having some standing with candidates

who are successful when they become her colleagues in the House. A success story, for
example, is Representative Connie Bernardy, whom Greiling recruited in 2000 and who
is a rising star in the Legislature. But, she said, that while Entenza gave her the title
assistant minority leader, she did not get access to the leadership inner

circle.

She was

forthright in her criticism and felt under-supported by the minority leader on her
performance to attract DFL women.
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"The promise for me to be in the loop wasn't kept. I'm really mad about it, but
have my own race (to run this year)," she said in October.

"I'm kind of philosophical

about being double-crossed."
The recruiting effort itself was dramatically upgraded as a priority for 2004.

Greiling stressed that experience had taught it was essential to start early to find qualified
candidates

willing to run in the 2003-2004 cycle. In the 2000-2002 cycle, the process

had begun very

late-in spring of 2002-and it was a scramble just to field candidates in

all districts. Greiling and Representative Irv Anderson, a longtime member from
northern Minnesota, managed to

fill all but two

House district candidate slots, but quite a

few of those candidates, Greiling said, were sacrifical lambs, candidates who were not

competitive. She and others who participated in this study also emphasized the
devastating effect of the death of Senator Paul Wellstone just before the 2002 election as
a

wrenching morale drain on progressive candidates who could not counter the voter

backlash unleashed by the controversial memorial service for the senator, his wife,
daughter, and aides who died in a plane crash 25 October. "There were ten [more] seats
we should have won," Greiling said. "It was that Wellstone thing."
From November 2002 through July 2004, Greiling said, she spent between 10 and
40 hours a week recruiting candidates.

The work began with a dinner in November 2002 for all 102 DFL candidates from
that cycle-winners and losers-to thank them for running. This had a benefit of also
keeping defeated candidates who could be winners later motivated. Greiling said there is
often a three-times dynamic: Run once and learn the ropes, run twice and improve

I

prospects. Run a third time and

win.

So retaining candidates

with potential is a high

value tactic.
The candidate pool enhanced prospects of seating more women DFL lawmakers.

Thirty-six of the eighty-one non-incumbent candidates were women. "'W'e have a lot of
good women," Greiling said with confidence in October.
The caucus targeted twenty districts that were thought most like to produce a win.
The recruiters sat down with Myron Orfield, former legislator and demographics expert,
and picked the twenty races for 2004 on the basis of demographics that favor a DFLer.

After these districts were determined, Greiling went to Shirley Nelson, executive director
of the Women Candidate Development Coalition, to seek her assistance in locating
candidate prospects in these districts. That was in late January or early Februrary 2003.

The recruiting work produced women candidates in thirteen of the twenty targeted

districts. Nineteen of the top thirty prospects for election were women. Ten of the
thirteen freshmen winners were women. The numbers are historic and the product of
experience and understanding how to approach potential women candidates. 'o'Women
are harder to recruit (than men) but once they are recruited, they are committed,"

Greiling

said.

The DFL, whose candidates and officerholders predominantly support abortion

rights, does not apply a litmus test in recruiting. A few anti-abortion Democrats win
endorsement and win election. Abortion rights Republicans in office either won a

primary without endorsement or pre-date the exclusion enforced in their party. Greiling
said that after she has screened a wornan potential candidate, she told her that

if

she is

pro-choice she could seek campaign funds for the Minnesota Women's Carnpaign Fund.
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That and other woman-specific external resources as well as internal caucus campaign
funds are available and

will

be discussed later in this paper.

Greiling said that was her last time in charge of recruiting, although she will
continue to mentor individual women who are thinking about running or need practical
advice when doing so. Others active in progressive politics credit Greiling's leadership
and success with recruiting women effectively as a defining effort. One high level veteran

of elected office noted that Greiling sees qualities in women who are potential candidates
that a male recruiter might dismiss and that Greiling has a knack for seeing the potential
candidate in the context of the district's demographics and ideological trends.
Representative Nora Slawik of Maplewood, assessing the victories of women in
2004 first cited Greiling's leadership. "She was very deliberate about recruiting. Mindy
is already getting calls about '06," Slawik said in the second week of November. Slawik
also credited the depth

built over the years of potential women candidates for state office.

"'We are getting a farm team. It is combination of years of trying to get women to run"
and succeeding in school boards, city councils, county boards, and other local offices,

Slawik said. She also said that the huge turnout (72% statewide) and plain luck can't be
dismissed in the remarkable results.
Nelson of the Women Candidate Development Coalition, who worked closely

with Greiling and others involved in recruiting, noted Greiling's skills at knowing how to
recruit women and ensuring the candidate pool included women in districts where the

DFL had good chances of winning.
Nelson, who has worked for eighteen years recruiting women candidates, offered
perspective on what works. She said that developing a "women's model" for recruiting

t0

was a sophisticated learning experience, which led to the conclusion that women

potential candidates are best approached differently from how men are traditionally

recruited. It is harder work, she said. Women take more time to decide whether they will
run. It is hard work to do that cultivating, Nelson said. Having a woman like Greiling as
the lead House recruiter meant having a decision-maker who understands this dynamic
and who can work effectively with the organizations and individuals in the recruiting-

training pipeline. It involves teaching people, understanding women's life realities and
knowing that patience pays off, Nelson said.
Nelson, however, found the disappointing 20OZ results for women in legislative
TABLE
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Women in the Minnesota Legislature
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6
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13
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13
13
10
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11
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2Blt34
29/734

77

10

27

24
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14
74
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1
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t34

62/2O7

32/ L34
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s0/20 1
s4/zOL
55/zOL

401

/134

4?,/aOL

43/20L
/zOL

37

women

29.9
27.4
27,4
29.9
28.9
28.4
28.4
30.8
30.8
24.9
24,9
26.9
27 .4
20.9
2L.4
18.4

Center for American Women and Politics, Rutgers University,
"Facts on Women Candidates-Historical Summary," 2OO4
and Minnesota Legislative Commission on the Economic Status of Women ,2OO4

elections part of a longer slide, not a precipitous drop that many other interview subjects

did. The decreased influence

and support for women, she felt, began during the Ventura

Augsburg College Liorary
l1

era, which began elections part of a longer slide, not a precipitous drop that many other

interview subjects did. The decreased influence and support for women, she felt, began
during the Ventura era, which began with the election of Jesse Ventura as governor in
1998. Ventura and his electorate promoted a culture unsupportive of women and such
issues as child care, education funding, pay equity, and family violence prevention. The

Center for American Women and Politics data (Table

l)

supports Nelson's analysis. She

stressed the larger political environment in which women candidates and lawmakers

function.
Nelson agreed with others that the "Wellstone effect" hurt progressives in 2002.
The recovery in 2004 supports her longer view that the dip was not a permanent,
structural decline for progressive women, but an incremental decline from the all-time

high of 30.8% just before the Ventura era. The complete dataon the numbers of women
elected to the Legislature (Appendix F) compiled by the Minnesota Legislative

Commission on the Economic Status of Women show few women elected to the
Legislature before 1972 and a mostly steady increase from then until lgg2, when rises
and dips became a pattern. The activities

for 2004 resulted in a rise overall.

Institutional campaiqn strength
Besides the positive influence of methodical candidate recruiting, two other

developments inside the DFL caucus and among progressive elected women had major
effects on the changes in 2004. One was strong fund-raising by the DFL caucus and its

allies. The other was creation of

' Several of

a support and action-oriented group called The Salon.

the people who participated in this research pointed to The Salon as

an important new influence for progressive women in
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office. Former Representative

Betty Folliard, an election casualty in a close 2002 race, is the mother of this 2003

invention. The Salon is a formal network of women elected and former elected officials
who benefit from the camaraderie of this women's circle and work deliberately on issues
and strategies that support and advance progressive women. Membership in The Salon is

by invitation and is kept to a limited size because a crucial aspect of the endeavor is to
provide personal, at-home hospitality for the meetings. Meetings are held about once a
month in the homes of members. The sessions have two co-hosts, one providing her
home and the other assisting with refreshments, calling, minutes, program, and
sometimes facilitating. Not all fifty-four members attend every meeting, which maintains
the sense of personal contact.

Folliard described The Salon as a deliberate response to conditions for women in
the Legislature. Folliard said The Salon was "born out of necessity" to have support for
women who had been shut out of the top jobs in the Legislature and who felt their issues
were not being heard by the male leaders. Others have also reported a poor internal

climate for women members. Folliard said she took The Salon outside the formal
structures of lawmaking because the idea of a legislative women's caucus, as many states
have, generated fear among some DFL women that the men would react badly. Other

women leaders told this researcher that when they had broached the subject of a
multipartisan (DFL, Republican, and Independence) women's caucus, there was no
interest among Republicans. The Salon provides an opportunity to share ideas outside a
harsh environment.
Several participants identified two central challenges to and for women. The

clout of women was diminishing from the already wea.k position of never having enough
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women in legislative leadership to change the culture. Linked to that, several members
had made clear their frustrations at not being able to get their issues heard in their own

caucus. The Salon, Folliard said, provides a vehicle for looking at mistakes and figuring
out how to correct them. It was formed with three strategic objectives: to gather, to

figure out what to do, and to do

it.

The determination was: to support, nurture, and

encourage women in office; to promote women already in office to higher achievement
as leaders and candidates

for top offices, and to promote issues where women tend to

come together and agree, such as health cate, transportation, and education.

Folliard judged the outcome of this new support system "pretty darned successful
for women" in government. Others, including Greiling and Slawik, agreed. Women got
"a little more organized" for themselves and they focused on recruiting candidates, the
process led in the House by Greiling and in the Senate (for 2006) by Senator Ann Rest.

For 2004 The Salon helped identify the opportunities for recruiting and addressed issues

strategically. Folliard said The Salon's intense focus on recruitment played a part in her

work on a wider, long-term project to develop a DFL "farm team" of up and coming
candidates at the entry level and on a trajectory for higher

office. It is a list of DFL local

leaders throughout Minnesota, both women and men. The list was shared with DFL

recruiters in both chambers of the Legislature, with the John Kerry presidential campaign
and with the DFL Party headquarters for future use. She credited The Salon with this and

other synergies to help women.

"I tend to think that's

one of our best rooms for cultivating our (progressive

political women's) leadership," she said in assessing outcomes during the first year and

t4

a

half. Clearly, The

Salon models Sally Helgesen's classic description of women's

leadership through "a web of inclusion."

"A lot of this (The Salon) is reminding people of the power they have," Folliard
said.

In the'2002-2004 cycle, The Salon worked on a variety of issues, including
messaging about sexual predators (a high profile issue because of the Dru Sjodin case in

which her alleged abductor and murder is a Level 3 sex offender who had served out his
sentence and been released from prison), and on education.

In early December 2004, Folliard said, she started to address The Salon's work
for the next election cycle-that will feature statewide elections, the whole Legislature

as

well as a United States Senate seat. To women with an eye on advancing, she said, the
message from The Salon is "Whoever is considering running for higher office, please let
us know early."

Plenty of money, for a change
The spending limit for Minnesota state House candidates in their campaigns is

$28,400. Outside groups are free to spend broadly and they did in 2004 in what appears
to be unprecedented ways and amounts. Jim Ragsdale, a political reporter, wrote in the
Saint Paul Pioneer Press that on behalf of Patty Fritz's winning campaign against a high-

profile incumbent in Faribault: "A final campaign tab of $250,000 would not surprise any
of the partisans who saw the flow of full-color mailings to the district." Successful
campaigns in competitive districts are hallmarked by the synergy among three
interdependent parts: the candidate's campaign, party and House caucus, and outside

l5

organizations that support the endorsed candidate. As an overarching rule, it takes all
three (Figure 1).

FIG.

1

Interdependent aspects of winning
Leadership in winning campaigns builds from three main
components:

1. The candidate and her campaign
2. The party and caucuses
3. Outside organizations that support endorsed

candidates

The DFL House Caucus helped its own efforts to increase the ranks with what
proved to be ample resources. Slawik, a co-chair of the caucus finance committee for the
2004 election cycle, said an impact of having enough money unleashed strategic support

decisions. "Money was very important," she said. For example, "It was very clear that a

lot of radio ads helped in two winning races in the Rochester area."
She said robust polling guided the caucus about where to spend, seeing which
races were winnable and directing ad and mailings money to support those candidacies.

This kind of support, she said, was directed at Rochester districts' voters. In that area,
two of three DFL candidates won and the third came close and is a potential candidate
again in 2006. These victories are seen as especially notable because Rochester has been
a Republican stronghold

with a moderate voter base for all of recent political memory.

Both the caucus fund-raising and its recruiting made special notice of women
candidates, encouraging support. As with like recruiting, the caucus had started early on
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its fund-raising. It has been widely reported in the Twin Cities daily newspapers and
broadcast television media that Entenza and his wife made substantial contributions to

this effort and to the national support organization, 21't Century Democrats. On many
fronts, fund-raising was robust and came from diverse streams.

A new source of additional money came through the participation of writer and
radio personality Ganison

Keillor. The celebrity, who lives in Saint Paul, held three

fund-raisers for the House caucus in his home and offered to appear in the district on

behalf of any DFL House candidate. Slawik said Keillor's participation brought about
$100,000 to efforts on behalf of DFL candidates. Marcia Avner, legislative director for
the Minnesota Council of Nonprofits who attended one of the events at

Keillor's home,

said he was a powerful fund-raiser. Avner said he made a point of recognizing women
leaders who were present.

Keillor's activism also gave entr6e to these political leaders to

influential contacts in the East.
The efforts inside the DFL House to improve its position succeeded to a level that
seemed to have surprised many veteran observers. On the inside, according to key

participants, they were confident and had expected the good result. This expectation rose
from being intentional, starting early, and gathering resources equal to the tasks at hand.
In other words, the leaders, especially the women leaders, had experience, the skills to
attract highly qualified women candidates, understood what messages were effective with
voters, and had the ability to raise the money to win elections.
Sustaining momentum, however,
a rising

will determine whether 2004 was an anomaly or

trend. "'W'e are foolish if we think we've just had a resounding victory for the

DFL...It was the first

step we needed to do to rebuild (majorities in both houses and
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show better in statewide elections)," a leading progressive woman senator cautioned. To
succeed in the future, she said, grassroots organizing and mohilizing are vital to build on

2004's gains.
From the outside

Slawik also saw increasing interest in Minnesota during this cycle by national
women's political organizations, such as EMILY's List, which supports pro-choice
Democratic candidates. That was the case with The White House Project's innovative
Vote, Run, Lead initiative, piloted during 2004 in Minnesota and four other states. Vote,
Run, Lead operated in Minnesota in partnership with the Women's Foundation

of

Minnesota to educate and mobilize with notable attention to under-represented groups

of

women. Marie C. Wilson, project president, said the first voter training by Vote, Run,
Lead in Minnesota included rich representation from rural areas and communities

of

color. Those attending, she said, included the Somali Community of the Valley, LAMANO, Inc., the American Indian Family Center, People Escaping Poverty,
Communication Services for the Deaf, and Women in Construction. Funding from the
national level by the White House Project and several other affiliated major women's
organizations contributed to educating and mobilizing here. Some seasoned Minnesota

activists expressed ambivalence about the approach and staying power of imported
women's initiatives such as Vote, Run, Lead. It remains to be seen whether the new
national women-specific interest

will stick and enhance homegrown work over time. It is

clear, however, that the extraordinary interest in Minnesota because of presidential

politics attracted outside money and opportunity. Capitalizing on this flow of resources
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benefited women and other under-represented groups through matching experienced
Minnesotans with new means to increase capacity for 2004 and beyond.
The feminist traditionals

In the 2404 election cycle, the Minnesota Women's Campaign Fund, the
Minnesota Women's Political Caucus, and the Women Candidate Development

Coalition, all long-established players in women's political development and support,
were in tune with the heightened urgency to improve prospects for women's victories.
Even women's groups considered the most old-line, notably the League of Women

Voters and the American Association of University Women, took on new projects that
enhanced their education and mobilizing work for 2004.

Helen Palmer, Minnesota League of Women Voters president, reported at a postelection forum that the league "has never done as much as it did this year" on education
and voter rights' protections. The AAUW-Minnesota conducted systematic voter

education. Business and Professional Women structured its key efforts around education
on the pay equity issue for women.

The Minnesota Women's Political Caucus increased training for its endorsed
candidates by adding Internet-based sessions to provide both convenience for timepressed candidates and a way to extend its reach in outstate Minnesota. Caucus President

Becky Montgomery credited the strategic emphasis on groups working together to
minimize duplication as having a positive impact on the outcomes for women candidates,
not just in the Houseo but also in key local government elections. Montgomery, o former

Saint Paul school board member, noted that the momentum will be directed toward

2005's local elections
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The experience of the Minnesota Women's Campaign Fund during the 2002-2004

cycle supports Montgomery's observations about avoiding duplication among the major
women's political groups. The fund also stressed strategic thinking as the organization,
founded in 1982, refocused. A senior leader in the fund said she sees the fund's mission
as raising money and the caucus's as

training candidates. The fund was very successful

during the 2004 cycle. It made direct donations of about $100,000 to candidates it
supported, giving money to the candidates who needed it and saving the resource when a
supported candidate did not need the organization's money. The fund increased
membership. It also expanded from a Twin Cities focus to add an annual event in
Rochester, which executive director Sara Fenlason saw as a contributing factor to the
strong outcomes there for progressive women candidates. The fund's ability to raise
money has posed challenges, too. What, its leaders have been asking, should the fund do
besides make direct contributions to candidates? It has dipped a toe into get-out-the-vote
and funded a radio ad campaign about the importance of including women in public

leadership. The fund also supported record fund-raising for women congressional
candidates, including one high-profile event in October with United States House

Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi. It is clear the fund's experience and capacity were
helpful in the 2004 victories.
The campaign fund has been a major asset for progressive women. Some leaders,
however, expressed concern about capacity issues for the future and were less than

optimistic about cooperation among the fund and an affay of other feminist political
organizations. One of those challenges, several leaders said, is the long-term governance
of the Women Candidate Development Coalition, which operates on behalf of nine
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organizations. The coalition remains a one-woman shop with Nelson as the founding
leader. No organization has taken the lead in ensuring a succession plan for Nelson's
successful, tireless work.

Still, it is clear that the traditional women's organizations functioned at high
levels to support women candidates in Minnesota during the last cycle. One project by a

"traditional" group remains unfinished but its ambition reflects the willingness to reach.
Changing the language of abortion politics

In the spring of 2003, leaders in the Minnesota Women's Political Caucus began

working on several ideas to advance their mission to train and support women candidates
who are for abortion rights. The lessons of 2002's setbacks in the Legislature for
progressive women had not been lost. Two messaging project options were on the
caucus drawing board. One intended to develop issues-polling of women. The other

intended to re-frame the political shorthand of the abortion-rights position from "pro-

choice" to something that remedies the negative/false connotation that "pro-choice"
means "pro-abortion."

This case study examines this attempt to exert political leadership, with extensive
observation from June 2003 through November 2004. Personal observation during six
meetings of the caucus communications committee were augmented with documents
produced in this process and interviews with key participants in the project. These

participants include caucus staff members, a professional political consultant, and caucus
committee members, who are all caucus members and leaders. This message prdect was

of high importance to the caucus leadership, including three presidents during the time
the work.
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Becky Montgomery, who became caucus president in the summer of 2004, said of
the messaging project: "That's important not only for the caucus, but for other abortion

rights groups to use." Project chair Mary Tambornino, who had also been caucus
president during this election cycle, addressed the power of language. She said that long
ago "We let the anti-choice people make up the language, without ever recognizing how

powerful it

is." In addition to Tambornino, a former Hennepin County commissioner

and

Republican supporter of abortion rights, the project's volunteer membership was
supported and guided by professional staff. Tammy Tesky was the caucus professional
staff person at the beginning of this project. She was succeeded by Erin Moline as
executive director. Ed Gross, a political consultant, began advising the committee in
December 2003. The caucus augments staffing with interns from local colleges. Caucus
members, who volunteer their time and expertise, contributed to the messaging project.
Meetings involved as many as twenty-five people and as few as two or three over the
course of time.

Background and organtzational history is helpful to understand this messaging

project in context.
The Minnesota Women's Political Caucus was founded in January 1972, after an

initial organizing meeting held at Augsburg College the previous August. This was at the
zenith of the Second Wave women's movement. The Minnesota caucus, like the

National Women's Political Caucus, of which it is a strong state organization, exists

primarily to increase the number of women in public office. Support is offered to women
of any political party who support abortion rights and to these women seeking office at

all levels. The caucus is governed by a thirteen-member board of directors. The caucus
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is affiliated with the national organization and with the Minnesota Women's Consortium,
an umbrella group

of about one-hundred-fifty women's organizations statewide. The

caucus is also aprincipal in the Women Candidate Development Coalition of Minnesota.

In the fall of 2004, the Minnesota caucus had 320 members. Its political action
committee had endorsed thirty-eight women candidates, ranging from House candidates

to a candidate for South St. Paul School Board.
The caucus communications committee was working independently of the

organization's ongoing activities directly in support of candidates for this cycle. The
messaging project proceeded on the basis of an assumed intrinsic value, not on one

of

strategic objectives. Its work to re-frame the political language from abortion rights to
personal decision-making is not unique. Nationally, major players in the women's rights
communities have made similar efforts. Gross, the political consultant, pointed this out

in an exit interview for this study, citing the national Planned Parenthood Federation as
an organization working to re-frame the language.

The Minnesota project, as documented in its committee notes and memoranda,
started working with Gross in December 2003 and continued weekly or biweekly until a

March 31 memo summarrzed intention in the form a problem and a solution. "Problem:
That pro-choice has come to mean abortion. Solution: to redefine and re-position the
meaning of pro-choice."

From that clarifyrng statement, the committee developed first the concept for

individual members and then the language the committee wanted to use: "Make your own
decisions and take responsibility for them." The intention is to change the frame to one

of freedom, agency and the attendant responsibility for exercising that personal decision-
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making. Tambornino saw the transformation through language as first

a matter

for the

people working on it to internalize and be able to converse with in the wider community.
The goal of then testing the message through focus groups emerged, taking considerable

time and attention but not being realized yet by the end of 2A04. Gross put it this way in
November: "It's not a home run yet." But, he said, the basics were in place and that they
could be taken to the Capitol with addition of a few talking points during the legislative
session of 2005.

Tambornino noted that the process took much longer than anticipated. She
attributed part of this dashed expectation to the fact that people who were convinced that
their position was reasonable assumed it would be easy to form in a way others were
persuaded to adopt.

It is hard to assess the caucus messaging project in the context of this research.
The messaging project proceeded without a strategic objective. And the Minnesota

Women's Political Caucus work is not a singular effort at changing the message. It is
certain that 2004 candidates and other political groups received no direct benefit from the
messaging project. By the end of the 2004 election cycle, the messaging project's

potential was for building individuals' capacity that participants can share. Its measure

will come if the project does get past crafting

and testing into the political language in

Minnesota. Gross noted the essential challenge to making changes with such a language
project: "It's a difficult project because the lines were drawn long

'pro-choice' and' opro-life.

ago-in the 1970s,

"'

Because there is no measurable result for the 2004 election cycle, this message

work must be seen outside the direct research question. However, the project speaks to
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important aspects of organization, culture, and long-term attempts to build capacity for
progressives. From those vantage points, the caucus messaging project prompts a useful
study of whether mature feminist organizations, many of which are seeking to rebuild
energized memberships, can help themselves grow through re-framing such an old debate

for a new time and potential members who didn't experience the Women's Movement in
the 1960s and 1970s. By focusing on a profound core issue and revisiting it to make it
accurate and relevant to a new generation, the abortion language project provokes

interesting organizational leadership questions for this era when social capital-building is

coming back into vogue.
HOME-RLTN PROJECTS IN 2OO4

At least three large-scale projects were home runs. The Minnesota Participation
Project, Native Vote 2004, and the Minnesota Voter Project reveal the kinds of leadership
that produced results in the election and built organizational capacity for future elections.

Examining these models informs the study of cooperative leadership that addressed not

just 2004, but organrzational capacity for the future.
The Minnesota Participation Proiect
The Minnesota Participation Project is an ambitious, successful marriage

of

opportunity and sophisticated leadership. Although not exclusively aimed at empowering
and mobilizing women, the MPP is an instructive model for progressive women and

it is

reasonable to argue that the MPP had a positive effect on the outcomes in Minnesota's

2004 elections, including for some women candidates. Both leadership and participation
have the strong influence of and for women, as part of the underrepresented communities
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in civic participation. The MPP has four strategic goals: training, voter registration,
candidate forums, and get-out-the-vote operations.

Marcia Avner is principal in the Minnesota Participation Project and legislative
director of the Minnesota Council of Nonprofits. About ayear and a half &go, Avner
said, she went to the council's board to propose the organization undertake a project to

train and mobilize voters for 2004. Nonprofit organizations with 501(c)(3) tax exempt
status are prohibited from engaging

in

partisan politics but not from civic participation

and capacity building for same.

"Civic engagement is what we do,"

she

said. "This (the MPP sort of

mobilization/empoweffnent) is a proper and critical role for nonprofits." Avner said that
about the time she was asking her board to get involved, she encountered Mark Richie,
president of the Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy, who had a connection to a
group interested in doing civic education, training and mobilization of voters for 2004
and beyond. The source of this interest was about 150 private foundations and wealthy

individual donors. In the summer of 2003, the donor group sent in investigators to
determine the capacity of this Minnesota Participation Project proposal, spearheaded by

Avner and Richie. Based on the investigators' findings, the donors provided $270,000
for the MPP.

In October orNovember of 2003, Avner and Richie convened the first "(c)(3)
Table" as a vehicle for key group leaders to exchange ideas. From this, the MPP built a

list of 200 highly active nonprofit organizations and set up communications among them
by e-mail. The MPP contracted with Grassroots Solutions here and set up a calendar,
budgets, and then clinics on how to do voter registration. The clinics were designed to
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train the trainers of voter education and registration volunteers. MPP staff, including
Avner, did the big trainings, such as one at Mille Lacs for ten of the eleven Indian
tribes/bands in Minnesota. That large meeting was coordinated by Judy Hanks, projects

coordinator for the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe. (Hanks was the state leader of Native

Vote 2004,

will

a

national initiative to educate Indians and raise voter participation, which

be examined later in this paper.) The MPP created high quality Web-based training

materials to make them easy to obtain and use. The MPP made more than 2,000 training
contacts in an affay of settings. The training pool, Avner said, was diverse by geography,
gender, social community, and economic situation. Women were well-represented. In
late spring and summer of 2004, MPP started giving grants of up to $250 for nonprofits
to hold candidate forums around the state. With help from five students doing capstone
study at the University of Minnesota's Humphrey Institute, a book was written and

distributed on how to prepare for and do candidate forums. Thirty-eight forums were
held under auspices of the MPP.
The project's get-out-the-vote operation was launched with an event 9 September
at Metro State University in Saint Paul with food, inspirational speeches and the singing

of the National Anthem. To liven up the operations, Grassroots Solutions appointed a
"president of fun" to add humor with sight gags and other light touches. The goal for the

GOTV operation was to get 500 Election Day volunteers to answer questions voters
might have and to take them to the polls. The MPP got 647 voltnteers for this work.
They used materials such as T-shirts, signage, and bumper stickers produced by the
national mobilization effort November

2. The MPP also was recruiting election

protection volunteers for the larger insurance of voter rights work and got 250. GOTV
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efforts were built around increasing participation in twenty-five Twin Cities precincts
that have historically low engagement and voting. On Election D*y, MPP worked from
three locations: Dayton Avenue Presbyterian Church in Saint Paul, the Phillips

Community Center in Minneapolis, and WSCO, the West Side Citizens Organization in
Saint Paul. Volunteers made phone calls, offered translation services-especially in
several Asian languages and in American Sign Language. Volunteer drivers exceeded

the demand for them. Together, the volunteers made 21 ,000 contacts on Election Day.
The overriding message from MPP, Avner said, was to tell people "Your vote
counts" by provoking discussion about elections and the importance of participating.

Avner said she intends to use the momentum gained in the '04 cycle to carry the project
forward now that the infrastructure has been built. She sees the 2005 municipal elections
as important

for sustaining and increasing capacity with an eye toward the big state

election in 2006.

By designing the MPP to continue beyond the presidential election year passions
of outside donors, the organization is in place to replicate the programs to draw underrepresented citizens into the process. The targeted areas for MMP indicate good

demographics for women. Precincts like these twenty-five targeted in the MPP

historically help imer-city progressives maintain electoral dominance in the central Twin
Cities.

Women-led hlative Vote delivers
On Election Night it looked like DFL candidate Brita Sailer wouldn't prevail in
northwest Minnesota's District 2B. Then the vote totals carne in from Red Lake. Heavy

turnout and a 92% Democratic vote there gave the House seat to challenger Sailer by247
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votes out of 19,523 cast in the district. ln Sailer's race and the one in 4A., the Indian vote
was

key. The size of the Native turnout resulted from an unprecedented cooperative

voter mobilization. Native Vote 2004 is included in this research because of its female
leadership and the fact that underserved communities, notably in this case Indians, can
have an impact on outcornes. Judy Hanks is coordinator of statewide Native Vote.

Hanks is enrolled in the Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe. She is apublic relations

practitioner who is employed as the projects coordinator for the Mille Lac Band

of

Ojibwe, which is led by chief executive Melanie Benjamin. Hanks was involved in
Leech Lake government in the 1980s. She traces her interest in turning out the Native
vote to an experience with schools then. In district where 50% of the students were
Indians, there was no Native representation on the school board. An active campaign to
educate and mobilize Indians resulted in electing three Indians to the school board and
strengthened the Indian parent committee in the Cass Lake area

district. "This is where I

learned to do grass-roots voter education," said Hanks of that GOTV campaign at Leech
Lake Reservation.

In her role as projects coordinator for the Mille Lacs Band, Hanks went to Band
Chief Executive Benjamin and proposed a voter education and mobilization campaign for
that band. Benjamin asked: "Why don't we consider" taking the project statewide among

all eleven tribes/bands and with organizing cooperation in the two big urban Indian
organizations in Duluth and Minneapolis? Hanks said consultations began and the Prairie
Island Indian Community's tribal council president, Doreen Hagen, expressed support
early on. Hanks was chosen to lead the voterproject. She met with Avner of MPP in
order to network and avoid duplications in their voter education campaigns. Benjamin
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issued an invitation to all the tribes and the two urban organizations to a meeting to begin

mobilizing for a statewide effort to get out the native votes. Eight tribes and the two
urban groups attended. The first training for Native Vote workers was done in June 2004
at

Mille Lacs in cooperation with the MPP. Avner

made her training materials available

and Hanks adapted them to make them culturally sensitive for Indian communities and
the trainers and mobilizers who would conduct the work of Native Vote, "to help our

people recognize the importance of their vote," as Hanks put

it. After the initial clinic

at

Mille Lacs, the tribal leadership on the project met every two weeks in rotating locations.
The next one was at Bois Forte, then Lower Sioux.

Native Vote in Minnesota was affiliated with the nationwide effort of the same
name centered at the National Congress of American Indians. After the election,

Minnesota's effort was recognized as a "national model" by the congress. In December,
the Minnesota American Indian Chamber of Commerce honored Native Vote with its

Spirit of the People award. In remarks at the awards dinner, Benjamin said, "Native Vote
2004 was a great example of tribe-to-tribe cooperation.'o Doreen Hagen of the Prairie
Island Community said, "Judging from the results [of the election], we know we made a

difference." The cooperative, effective collaboration is especially notable in the context
of pressure from Governor Tim Pawlenty to give a large percentage of Indian casino

profits to the cash-strapped state.
Hanks pointed to the developed collateral as a key to success of Native Vote

2004. Posters, T-shirts, billboards, and buttons used the message that it's been eighty
years since Indians won voting rights and that using those rights is vital to the future.

Visuals, created by Mille Lacs Band artist Steve Premo, depict a collage of Native
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ancestors. Mille Lacs facilitated production and purchase of these materials to get
economy of scale and efficiency to producing and distributing. Demand for the posters
"was endless," Hanks said.
FIG. 2
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Posters, shirts, buttons to motivate Native voters
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The materials for voter education and mobilization
were developed and produced by the Mille Lacs Band of
Ojibwe. Artist Steve Premo created the images.
Printing and distribution were handled at Mille Lacs for
the whole project to get the economy of scale in
purchasing and distribution. Coordinator Judy Hanks
said demand for the posters "was endless."
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Mille Lacs also acted

as the flscal agent for the whole

project. The main sources

of money were $12,500 each from the Prairie Island Community and Mille Lacs, plus
$25,000 from a foundation grant. Hanks said the project total for this cycle was about

$60,000. The smaller reservations got grants to do mobilization-for "feasts" and driver
expenses on Election Day and such.

The campaign bought six billboards, which Hanks said she thought were very

effective. She noted the one across from Target Center in Minneapolis, paid for by the
Prairie Island Community, as a high visibility placement. Native Vote also bought
advertising across the state in newspapers using the volume sales approach of a central

buy. The campaign got extensive free media, too, said Hanks. Stories about Native Vote
appeared in New York and Chicago and other out-of-state media as well as instate on
such major outlets as Minnesota Public Radio.

By the time pre-registration to vote in Minnesota ended, Hanks knew that Native
Vote had added greatly to the rolls of Indian voters. She also anticipated, because of
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history, a strong same-day registration, which apparently did happen. The organization
also succeeded on a tight timeline to make a legal challenge in United States District

Court to Minnesota Secretary of State Mary Kiffmeyer, who had ruled out the use

of

tribal identification cards as valid proof for registering at the polls. The challenge was
successful, laying down an immediate victory, Hanks said, as well as a national case law
example for the future.
are legal proof of voter

oo'W'e

knew we needed to get that language (ruling the tribal I.D.s

eligibility) in the law." Native Vote had

a strong voter protection

component, teaching local people what their rights are and how to withstand harassment
and challenge at the

polls.

Such challenges did, indeed, occur, Hanks said, notably at

Red Lake where a Republican

poll challenger was especially aggressive.

The whole campaign, Hanks said, produced unity among the tribal groups and the
capacity to sustain a voting education component in the future. The exact impact of the
increase in Indian voter participation was still being evaluated in late November.
Because there is no data on racial makeup of the electorate, the project was matching

precinct-level voting to the outcomes. Knowing which precincts have high Native
populations informs the measurement. Hanks cited a Cass Lake precinct that had already
been studied. In that precinct, voter participation had risen from 60% previously to 98%

rn2004. Statewide, the best estimate was that more than 50% of the 33,000 eligible
Indians had voted on 2 November, a large increase.
Hanks believes the camaraderie built across reservations is a major positive
development of Native Vote. She was certain the effort

will go forward. The voter

databases developed are being centralized and stored at

Mille Lacs. Her near-term goal

was to form a nonprofit organization dedicated to Native
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Vote. She said

she plans to

"work on what we can do on reservations" to make registration convenient by offering it
in places where people go, such as places where fishing licenses are sold. The work

of

keeping first-time voters from 2004 energized around issues is a goal. The project is

looking toward the tribal press to see how coverage is sustained, something that the
message managers can

monitor.

So Native Vote, which propelled at least one woman

into the state House, has a foundation and is building.

"This is not going to stop," Hanks said. Leadership by women in Native Vote
serves as a reminder that Indian Country is rich in female leaders. The success in

mobilizing many more Natives, who tend to vote Democratic in large proportions, sends
a strong message-and Brita

Sailer-to the state government.
The Minnesota Voter Proiect

How do politically active orgarnzations leverage resources to make their mark
efficiently and effectively? That was the question asked heading into the 2A04 election
cycle by a core group of three or four leaders of organizations that support progressive

views, such as abortion rights, labor unions, environmental action and government social
programs. The leaders' answer is the Minnesota Voter Project, a highly collaborative,
focused project that supported the candidacies of three women. The three, who all won

their races in very different sorts of districts, are Bev Scalze of Little Canada in District
548, Ruth Johnson of Saint Peter in District2SA, and Melissa Hortman of Brooklyn Park
in Distri ct 478.
The MVP provides a prime example of how to anticipate change in political

opportunity, then respond powerfully. The project built an innovative structure across a
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wide range of organizations to meet common goals, took advantage of new resources
coming to Minnesota, and added flexibility to its political arsenal.
C. Scott Cooper is executive director of the Minnesota Alliance for Progressive

Action and

a

principal convener of the Minnesota Voter Project. He and other leaders

who initiated MVP knew the presidential race was bringing 527 groups from the East into
Minnesota's ground wars. This was seen as an opportunity and a challenge to long-time,
home grown pro gres s ive or gantzations.

The national groups were injecting money into Minnesota and, as one Minnesota
leader said, "'W'e wanted [some ofl that money to build infrastructure" for the locals. The
Minnesotans, too, were concerned about competition from the deep-pockets crowd and

that staff in these Washington and New York shops would not understand Minnesota
politics.
The Minnesotans who set out to form what became the Minnesota Voter Project
chose to be proactive. "We saw this as an opportunity to do more," as one of the leaders

described the new dlmamic. Another early leader said he believes the MVP is unique

nationally because of its breadth-labor, environmentalists, rural advocacy, lawyers,
rights groups, and community organizers.

By fall 2004, MVP's members were: ACORN, AFSCME, Clean Water Action,
Education Minnesota, IUE-CWA, the League of Rural Voters, MAPA, the Minnesota

AFL-CIO, the Minnesota Farmers Union, the Minnesota Trial Lawyers Association,
hIARAL Pro-Choice Minnesota, OutFront Minnesota, Planned Parenthood of Minnesota
and South Dakota, Progressive Minnesota, SEIU, and the Sierra Club of Minnesota.
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The distance between imagining and fulfilling the goals of the MVP was long but
covered in a short amount of time. MAPA convened a meeting of, as aprincipal
described it, "most of the (political groups) in December 2003 to talk about the hopes and
fears and how we wanted to handle the folks coming into
a

town." Initial

leaders convened

"Table" where the Minnesota groups that had signed on to a national coalition called

America Votes crafted the MVP's objectives but did not bind diverse organizations to
anything outside their interest or ability. The goals for participants, explained by the
organizational documents, were: to build their own capacity for elections work; to avoid
duplication and create economies of scale; to share information, tactics, resource and the
strengths of its participants, and to engage in cooperative efforts around common interest.
"'W'e did pretty much everything" as a steering committee of the whole, said a key

leader. The process was one of consensus-building and making decisions in the open.
The role of MAPA as the convening locus was, Cooper said, catalytic. He said this
diverse group needed to have somebody in charge who wasn't in charge. MAPA, as a
mature well-known leader in progressive politics, provided a safe venue for creating the
voter project alliances.

It took several months to develop the flexible framework of the MVP, attending to
the goals and to the organization's responsibilities under campaign laws. MVP produced
a work plan and a memo of agreement

for all participants. It derived details about legal

scope using the most conservative opinions among member groups. Among the

adaptations from existing resources was to rename and broaden the reach of a
longstanding political action committee, Pro-Vote. In 1988 MAPA formed the PAC and
spent "a lot of time" trying to elect progressive women from the suburbs and the big
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cities. Greiling of Roseville, for instance, Bot support from Pro-Vote when

she

first

sought state office in 1992. The voter project transformed this PAC. When the national
groups America Coming Together and America Votes did set up shop in the state, the

MVP was ready to interact on its terms
By March 2004, MVP's basic structure had been created after many meetings.
The project would not duplicate other efforts by member organizations. It would not
coordinate with candidates or parties, and it revamped the Pro-Vote PAC for the new

mission, calling it Putting Minnesota First. About that same time, MVP split affiliation

with the national America Votes because of legal considerations. The MVP "table" here
provided a ready-made, locally tailored resource for ACT. Elsewhere, ACT's
membership came from a top-down framework created by the parent 527. Minnesota's

effort made ACT "bigger and better" here, a Minnesota leader said. The MVP later was
able to use the professional communications resources of ACT to local campaign benefit.

In the spring, the main effort for MVP shifted into selecting Minnesota House
candidates for support.

All members had to agree on which

candidates they could

support. Given the diversity of the MVP, a vast array of interests had to be honored.
MVP wanted to target candidates where there was group unanimity and where it was
realistic to expect a victory. The screening produced eight candidates who filled the bill.
The list was then narrowed to districts where MVP had people and other assets to work

their independent support operations. That list included four candidates, which
ultimately was narrowed to the three.
The MVP kickoff was in Julywith the bulk of its work done in September and

October. MVP worked independently of candidates and campaigns but "not in a
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vacuum,'o as one participant said. Without talking with candidates MVP was supporting,

it was possible to know what issues had traction, what the candidacies needed in the way
of message and contacts with potential voters. For instance, in Scalze's race for

a

suburban Ramsey County seat, the cogent message was that this former city council

member was a moderate who understands the impact of state fiscal policy on local

communities and who focuses on getting government to work instead of on partisan

bickering. (Similar messages proved effective in several of the winning House races,
especially in suburban districts where moderation and practicality fit into cultures better
than partisan identifi cation.)

MVP operations coordinated tasks on behalf of the three candidacies with

a

shared calendar and, in some cases, by assigning a particular group the responsibility for

work. The synergy among MVP groups added to its strength, like allowing the Sierra
Club, which had members outstate but no offices there, to use Education Minnesota
offices in Greater Minnesota for phone-banking and other personal contact work or to
prepare literature. MVP also aided coordination of skill strengths, like identifying Clean
Water Action as more experienced at door-knocking than some of the other groups.

Like other enterprises in 2004, MVP had plenty of money. State campaign
finance reports show about $19,000 in expenditures by MVP. Leaders said another
$30,000 in support did not require reporting by the participating 501(c)(a)s and

501(c)(3)s. Other funds that did not require reporting and intangible aid came as labor
union resources and with messaging help from ACT's professionals. Using ACT and the
communications capacity in its larger organizations, MVP achieved leverage and
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consistency. Even if a voter got several pieces of literature from MVP participants, that
voter got similar messages in support of the MVP-backed candidate.

After the election, Cooper said he felt momentum continued from the experience.
He noted that in post-election assessments, all MVP participating organizations said they
want to continue the project. Tim Stanley, executive director, hIARAL Pro-Choice
Minnesota and a key early leader in in the new coalition, was enthusiastic about MVP.
Stanley said he hopes the project can be instrumental in changing how progressive
activists work. He sees MVP as an enhancement for his organization, which like many
other nonprofits, struggles with its limited resources and the limits of a specific

constituency. He said broadening organizational cooperation adds capacity and teaches
consensus-building skills in progressive communities. These include basic organizing,

negotiating shared goals, and cross-training in promising and proven practices.
The MVP did meet its immediate objectives for the three women candidates and it

did marshal the new resources of 2004 to build infrastructure. Maintaining it will be the
challenge.
The contests for Congress

In 2000, state Representative Betty McCollum became the second Minnesota
woman to win a seat in Congress. There had been a shutout of women since 1958, when
Representative Coya Knutson was hounded into retiring after three years in office.

McCollum's victory was for an open seat in the heavily Democratic Fourth District. She
won a vigorous battle for the DFL endorsement and in the general election defeated a
Republican woman who ran a profoundly negative campaign. For progressive women,

McCollum's victory was to Minnesota politics what winning the World Series was to the
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Boston Red Sox. With more women with major campaigns taking the field in 2004, did
any of these women challengers to congressmen prevail?
The answer is no, if winning a seat is the measure. The power of incumbency is

virtually impossible to break. The Center for American Women and Politics, which
keeps data on women candidates, reported that nationally, as in Minnesota, a record

number of women candidates ran for Congress in 2004. Of sixty-five women who were
challengers to sitting members of Congress, only one, Melissa Bean in the Eighth District

of Illinois, defeated an incumbent. But in Minnesota, where the three DFL women
challengers lost at the polls, the answer about a possible breakthrough for women is not
yet clear, if positioning for the future is considered.
Patty Wetterling's campaign as DFL challenger to Representative Mark Kennedy

in the Sixth District presents the strongest case for the value of positioning. She entered
the race as a well-known leader on child safety policy and practice, which the research on

women candidates reveals is the kind of issue that registers well with voters. Wetterling,

of Saint Joseph, has extraordinary name recognition and was viewed positively by a high
number of potential voters. Her personal story is riveting. Wetterling was a mother

of

four and a junior high school math teacher when her son Jacob was abducted fifteen years

ago. He has never been found. Wetterling turned her personal tragedy to action. In her
run for Congress, Wetterling was able to bring her reputation and accomplishments as a

policy expert into electoral politics, something that women without any elected office
experience often cannot when they seek a high office.
She is not a polished stump speaker. Neither did she have a smooth start in this

race. She appeared to the political world as hesitant in disclosing that she might run
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before just coming out to say

so.

She was faulted in that same

political environment for

not being up to speed on such issues as agriculture before wading into public forums.

Wetterling's candor and approachability, however, played well with people in the district.
By early summer, the National Republican Congressional Committee had put Kennedy
on its list of "endangered" incumbents in this district once thought to be safely

Kennedy's. On Election Night Wetterling ran 7.5% better than Democratic presidential
candidate John Kerry in the Sixth. She lost by 8%, which is close in a conservative

district with an incumbent conservative. Soon afterward, Senator Mark Dayton said he
thought Wetterling would have won had she not been a pro-choice Democrat in such a
socially conservative district. Others also speculated that if Wetterling were an antiabortion and anti-gun-control Democrat, she would have won. That is speculation, of
course. It is clear, though, that Wetterling listened to herself and simply would not put
her finger into the wind before taking a position. In the days just after Kennedy's
campaign began airing a classic negative ad against her, Wetterling stayed right on track.
Before getting into the contest, she said, she decided there were three things she would

not do, not matter how the campaign unfolded. 'oI won't lie. I won't sacrifice my family.

I won't sacrifice my integrity," she said. The contrast with Kennedy's truth-twisting,
nasty ad was powerful. How, for instance, would it have been possible at that point for
Kennedy to counter her statement that "'We should be strong in our beliefs, but not

project something we are not"?

While her campaign eventually took on the traditional apparatus of an outside
political pro as a manager, the Wetterling campaign genuinely rose from the grassroots of
rural Minnesota. A neighbor initially urged her to run. Her scheduler was, Wetterling
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said, "her best friend who knew her so well that she carved out time for relaxation she

truly enjoyed. "She gives me Vikings time,"'Wetterling said. Wetterling was also quick
to point out when help came without pretense from high places. She often repeated the
story of Representative McCollum showing up to help with the mundane task of stuffing

envelopes. It certainly was helpful to Wetterling and the other Democratic House
candidates that McCollum is a rising leader in the House Democratic Caucus. That

position, for which she credits the mentorship of Pelosi, provides a powerful network for
campaign assistance and visibility.

Both Wetterling and Democratic candidate Teresa Daly in the Second District
proved to be strong fund-raisers and competitive opponents. In the Third District,
Deborah Watts had little chance against Representative Jim Ramstad, a moderate-to-

liberal Republican who fits that district well and has been rewarded at the polls with very
high voter approval. Watts, however, might be gathering political obligations to cash in
later, according to the Women's Campaign Fund's Fenlason. Daly demonstrated an edgy

skill on the stump.

She was direct, and articulate in her

criticism of first-term

Representative John Kline, a very conservative lawmaker. Daly, a first-term city council
member in Burnsville, campaigned on a moderate message, contrasting herself with

Kline's strong fidelity to party line in Washington at what she said was the expense of
local issues such as transportation.
Wetterling's kind of authentic leadership, however, was the prime story of 2004
in the quest to seat more women frorn Minnesota in Congress. It will be interesting to see

if the seat opens in 2006 and also whether

the momentum of strong women candidates in
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2004 positions other women to get the nominations should any of Minnesota's long-

serving congressmen retire.
What mieht Stogdill sayl

Qualitative information does not invite marshaling of data to prove a case.
However, by reducing f,rndings to a numerical expression, it is possible to compare with
some amount of clarity the accomplishments in what has been studied with what a classic

leadership scholar laid down as key attributes. This attempt takes the form of an index
created to measure the leadership among fourteen institutions or pivotal individuals
studied.

I have assigned a relative value in these categories to the information revealed in

my study's interviews and public reports. The evaluation is mine alone. It uses a tenpoint scale to evaluate the fourteen selected groups or people in the five factors Ralph M.
Stogdill associated with leadership: capacity, achievement, responsibility, participation,
and status. Stogdill's factors, developed in the mid-twentieth century, are used because

the current environment in elected political life is dominated by white men, much as the
business world was nrn by white men when leadership studies pioneer Stogdill derived

conclusions about leadership by studying businesses. Women in elected office or seeking

it still deal with similar environments,

so

it

seemed possible

with this index to have the

cake of conservative tradition and also to eat a bit of the cake that women and progressive

visions bring to political leadership.
What emerges (Table 2) is a slice of high leadership success in the extraordinary
2002-2004 election cycle by and on behalf of women defined in this study as progressive.
Capacity is the weakest area in an overall strong performance for women during2002-
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2004. If the work of this cycle is sustained, however, it is reasonable to predict that the
capacity built for 2004 will enhance the foundation. The strongest area is responsibility.
Once recruited women candidates took the campaigns seriously and ran hard. This

reflects the skills and commitment of those evaluated as well as the fire in the bellies of
Minnesota progressives generally in 2004.
TABLE 2

INDEX OF STOGDILL'S LEADERSHIP ATTRIBUTES
Fourteen key players in the effofts to seat more progressive women
lawmakers were evaluated on a ten-point scale in the five leadership traits
pioneering leadership scholar Ralph M. Stogdill identified, The evaluations
were averaged by category and the averages used to derive an index of
leadershi in the 2004 election
cle.
pacity
Ach ieve m ent Respo nsibility Participation Status
Ca
6

B

5

6

AVERAGE

AVERAGE

10
6
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
6
10
10
AVERAGE

7.6

8.3

9.4

I

10
4

10

B

B

7

5

B

10
10
10
10
10
2
10

10
10
9
B

4
10
B

B

B

B

10
10
4
10
4
10
10
10
10

B

9
B
B

7
B

7

2
10
10
AVERAGE

10
10
10
5
10
10
AVERAGE

IN DEX

8.3

8.4

8.4

B

Conclusions

This research journey began with the question: Where and why has leadership
emerged that increases prospects for progressive women to regain ground in the

Minnesota House of Representatives and to add women to Congress from Minnesota?
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Some parts of the answer were predictable, some surprising. The first test
success came at the

of

polls on2 November. A review of those numbers (Figure 3) shows

that progressive women gained from an enormous, sustained effort by an affay

FIG.3
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of leaders. The numbers look like this: The DFL's victories in Minnesota House races
added a net of five women to that

body. Four of the new DFL women defeated

Republican women for House seats. The United States House races featured more major
party women candidates than in any past election while positioning these or other women

to have stronger prospects in the future. Examining outcomes for women over several
cycles shows volatility in the Minnesota House and incumbent advantage in Congress
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except when there was an open seat in the strongly Dernocratic Fourth District, which

McCollum won first in 2000.
An overarching concept in the story of 2004 was that the best results come when
progressives train as they fight and fight as they train. The military articulated this
concept to explain how leadership teaches and reinforces the skills of its troops to do

their mission in the fleld. In political "combat," progressive leadership for 2004
recruited, trained, and fought well using progressive strengths, such as alliance-building
and strategic retail contact tactics. Strong leadership also built an arsenal to outlast the

battle by training for the next war while fighting this one. Experience and foresight made

it possible to use new money to innovate and expand. Capacity was key. The long view
was essential. Timely messages were delivered in response to what voters said concerned

them. Women leaders and their allies who cultivated the pipeline of other women
advanced the prospects for continued success, both in numbers and in the ability to attain
the highest offices in the future.

The momentum surely is cause for celebration among progressives. But the test is
yet to come for the institutions that improved their positions in 2004. The feminist

"traditionals" will continue to be challenged to adapt and to envision succession from
Second Wave feminists to today's young women. The Wornan Candidate Development

Coalition, for instance, has proved the value of passion, learning, and staying power. Its
members should develop a long-term future with a succession plan, perhaps by adding a
second staff member to be mentored into eventual leadership. The Minnesota House

DFL Caucus will be challenged-and pressured by the larger number of women

members-to re-think the hoy's club mentality that hampers its women leaders. The
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number of new DFLers and the fact that many won on messages of practical moderation
indicate that it was important to voters to elect candidates with a different image than that
established by the Legislature elected two years previously.

A larger contingent of

women bodes well for fulfilling these voter expectations, but the leadership in the
Legislature needs to support rather than thwart them. The House DFL will need to
nurture recruiting of women as well in the future as Greiling did in the past. And the new
education and mobilization initiatives

will

have to sustain themselves without the kind

rapt attention generated outside Minnesota because of presidential politics in 2004.
The journey continues.
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Appendix
Nli.n nesota

B

Voter Project

Oreanization
The Mimesota Voter Project is a joint project of many of Minnesota's most influential
progressive political organizations. MVP's focus is on state elections and on building long-term,
yearrround electoral capacity in the progressive commrurifv.

MVP Goals
Through MVP the participating organizations seek to:
. Build their own electoral capacity
' Avoid duplication and create economies of scaie in electoral work
. Share information, technical expertise, tactics, and resources
' Engage in cooperative strategies where member organizations have coruron interests

.

'

P4rticipating Orqanizations
Organizations participating in MVP share progressive values and have significant, existing
electoral progrtlms as either 501(c)(a)s, as labor rxrions, or as PACs. Participating organizations
will not coordinate activities with MVP that they are also coordinating with candidates'
campaigns or with political parties. Participating organizations focus primarily on their own
electoral campaigns and their own issues, but believe they can best advance their own goals and
build their own power by working in cooperation with like-minded organizations where possible.

. Current panicipating organizations:
. ACORN
. AFSCME
. Clean Water Action
. Education IvIN
- ruE-C\tr/A
. League of Rural Voters
. MAPA
. Minnesota AFL-CIO
. Minnesota Farmers Union
. Minnesota Triai Lawyers Association
. NARAI,

'

OutFront Minnesota

. Plaaned Parenthood

. Progressive Minnesora
. SEru
. Sierra Club
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.

'

'

Component$ of the MYP
Participating organizations are under no obligation to participate in all of the projects r:ndertaken
by MVP. Organizations may opt out of any of the projects that do not suit their needs, and
must opt out of any projects rn which they cannot participate because of their ta:r status, their
coordinated activities with other entities, or any other reason which might jeopardize the other
organizations.
1. Shadng stategic intelligence. Member organizations will discuss the political landscape, share
inlbrmation about demographics, issues, political dynamics and trends. They will also share
information about their own electoral plans and targeting.

. 2. Joint capacity building. Member organizations wiil identifr projects which provide benefits

to

ail the member orgarrizations, ald to which all member organizatiorrs cnn contrihute. Exampies
might include shared poliing, the creation of a joint legal fund, or the deveiopment of a
coordinated effort to take vohmteers from the core cities to work on targeted subruban ftLces.

'

3. Coordinated campaigns. In areas where many member organizations have targeted their own
electoral efforts, MVP may run a co<-:rdinated campaign that links those member groups' efforts,
and provides support for strategic coordination.

Aereements on frrnding" structue and non-coordi&atio4
The underlying operational understanding of the Minnesota Voter Project (MVP) is that all work
''rrill be done independently of candidates, campaigns, and parties, and as such, all participating
groups agree not to coordinate any activities regarding the selected candidates or to cease
participation in MVP prior to any such coordination.

Farfurther informatio4 contact a member of the tWP planning committee:
Amy Brugh, Planned Parenthood: 612-821-6 I 33 or abrugh@ppmsd.org
C. Scott Cooper. IIzLA'PA: 651-641-4050 or cscooper@mapa-mn.org
Brian Elliott. Clean Water -Action: 612-623-3666 or belliott@.cleanwater.org
Jon Youngdahl, Minnesota I-abor 2004: 651-228-9837 or jyoungda@aflcio.org
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C

Memorandum of Agreement
The purpose of this agreement is to document the understanding of various parties regarding their
conduct in the Minnesota Voter Project (MVP) and their participation in certain election
activities during the 2004 State of Minnesota elections.
The parties have agreed to coordinate with each other their activities in designated state races.
Each parfy intends to conduct these activities as independent expenditure campaigns in those
races. The parties understand that in order to lawfully conduct independent expenditure
campaigns, the parties rnay discuss plans with each other, but are prohibited from obtaining the
express or implied consent, authorization, or cooperation of any candidate, candidate committee,
or political party regarding these activities.
Specifically, each signator agrees that it

will not share

any of the information learned from others

with any other entity, candidate, candidate committee, or political party, Further, each party
agrees that. in engaging other persons in their own organization, consultants, and other vendors to

implement their planned activities, they will ensure that the other persons, consultants and
vendors understand and agree to abide by the terms of this agreement.

By signing this document, the signator certifies that (s)he understands this prohibition and
abide by it.
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Institutional Research Board
Augsburg College
Box 107

22ll Riverside
Minneapolis MN 55454

October 4,2004

To:

Glenda Holste

,4,, .'),,/
u).r,

,/t,

From: Norma C. Noonan, Chair

-'fr

I

am pleased to inform you that the IRB has approved your application for

I

the project: Leadership among Progressive Women

_XX_

ffi//84'(r

in Minnesota Politics, 2002-4

as submitted

as

revised with the additional form(s)/changes

with the following conditions: none

Your IRB approval number which should be noted in your written project and in any
major documents alluding to the research project is as follows:

2004.38.3

I wish you success with your project. If you have any questions, you may contact me:
612-330-l I 98 or noonan @ augsburs.edu.

c. NC Noonan
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E

CONSENTF{}RM

Forparricipants*Hff#_Sl"rfixffri:Xl1#Tit-rfrogressivewomen
You are invited to be in a research study of where leadership emerged among progressive women
tryine to make a comeback in Minnesota electoral politics during the 2003-04 cycle.- You were selected
ai a-possible participant because of your expertise and involiement in active efforts to elect more
progressive women t6 office and to unilerstandthe barriers to success. I ask that you read this form and
hsk"any questions you may have before ageeing to be in the sfudy.

I am conducting this study as part of a major paper for my master's degree in leadership at Augsburg
College, Minneapdlis.
Backgound Information:
The purpose of this study is: To evaluate what tools of leadership and.stratery show promise in rebalancing the political power equations in the state from_growing conservative doffiinance tb a more even
distribution by adding progressive women to elected oflrce. Tfie conclusions from the research will be
nublished in the Aussburs Collese Librarv in a bound volume and be availahle to the nroBressive
women's community*particTpants 6r their u{e in subsequent endeavors. It is intended to identifo flractical
tools for leaders more than present theoretical analysis. A summary style oral presentation of findings
will be created for leadership scholars.
Pr+cedurs:

lf you

asree to be in this studv. I will ask vou to do some or all of the followine ttrines.
me to observe.you jp qgroup setting when the-group is.addressing eTectioil message, moneyraising or mobilization on behalf of progressive women and record the proceedings.
2. Panicipate as the subiect of a one-on-one interview that I conduct either taking notes or audiotaping
your respon'ses for possiblE inclusion in the final research paper
3. Refer me to other possible subiects
4. Be quoted by namb in the frnal research paper

l.

hllo#

Risks and Benefits of Being in the Sfidyr
The study has risks, which are generally known to people in the public arena.
Ftrst, a project you _are in involved with may receive a critical evaluation, that is not necessarily
positive in the context of the study
Second, qreating a record pos€s slight risk of exposure to derisive characterization of you or your

political work by opponents
' Third, the ftfo'rination you supply, when condensed into
research" document for yourpolitical adversaries

a study, may provide an

"opposition

There are no direct benefits to your participation.

Indirect benefits to participation are your contribution to the knowledge of progessive women's
organizing in Minnesoti and fossible practical information for your work diftcted at pTacing progressive
wdmen iripublic offrce. '!
Confidentiality:

The records of this study will be kept private. In anv sort of reoort we misht oublish. we will not
include any information tfiat will malie it possible tci identifo vbu unless Vou'have iiven written
permission-to be quoted by name. Research iecords will be kepl iir a locked file and kepi confidential
under the ethnica! praclice_s_ofjournalism and scholarly research. Access to audiotapes will be limited to
my academic advisor, Dr. Norma C. Noonan, and me.

Raw data will be retained but all identiffing information removed by July
Voluntar:v Natrne of the Strdv:

l,

2011.

Your deiision whether or n*it to participate will not affect your current or future relations with the
College or with me in my profession'al capicity as a newspapef writer on public policy. If you decide to
participate' you are free tb ivithdraw at any time without a$eciing those relitionships.
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Contacts and Questions:
The researchef conducting this study is Glenda Crank Holste. You may ask any questions you have
now. If vou have ouestions later. vou mav contact her at 651 -228-5478 or her academic advisor on this

study, br. Norma'C. Noonan, diiector of the Master of Arts in Leadership program at Augsburg. Dr.
Noohan's phone number is 612-330-1198.
You will be given a copy of the form to keep for your records.
Statement of Consent

I

have read the above information or have had

asked. I consent to participate in the study.

it

read to me.

I

have received answers to questions

Signature
Date
Signature of investigator
Date

I consent to be audiotaped.
Signature
Date

I consent to allow use of my direct quotations in the published major paper
Signature

DM
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Appendix F

Percentagss of women in Minnesota Legislature, 1922-2005

Women Elected to the Minnesota Legislature in General Elections
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